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the media has also exposed the media's use of these drugs, and their potential in curing covid-19. as
a result, a press conference is held, indicating that the drugs may be used at the hospital scale. the
next day, the chancellor, enraged, sends ransurotto and suzaku to chicago to bomb the city, to force
humanity to decide whether it will use the drugs to fight covid-19. their orders are to prepare the two
knights for a battle, to show them what humans would have to put up with if they refuse to use the
drugs. at the same time, a press conference is held, indicating that the drugs may be used at the

hospital scale. at the same time, some of the uc-301-810, a class d supercomputer developed by the
kenwood corporation, is revealed by the chancellor to predict whether or not a subject is going to get

cured by using the drugs. unfortunately, since ransurotto and suzaku are currently in a situation
where they do not have time to put into a battle plan, they devise a simple plan that they believe will
get them out of a sticky situation. first, suzaku grabs the front door of the lancelot albion and pushes
it through. he then proceeds to board the plane, which carries them away from the doomed city. the
lancelot albion, meanwhile, pursues ransurotto and suzaku as they escape. suzaku insists on getting
in the cockpit. the lancelot albion then launches its energy-firing energy wing system, while suzaku

tries to get out of the plane. the lancelot albion crashes into ransurotto's blaze, which is a
knightmare that was built from the get-go to protect suzaku. the lancelot albion explodes in a ball of
fire, killing suzaku. as the lancelot albion's energy launching system crashes into the blaze, a portion
of the energy wing system penetrates the blaze, but ransurotto's armor prevents suzaku from being

injured.
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